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Double delight
Twin screens, 5.2.2 audio and multiple sources – this smart-looking
media den offers more than meets the eye, says Mark Craven
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THIS MEDIA ROOM, built in a modern extension
on a not-so-modern cottage, gives its owners
somewhere to enjoy films, music, games and
TV in comfort. The challenge for install outfit
ConnectedWorks was to make the best use
of the limited space available, and integrate
AV hardware while retaining a neat aesthetic.
The bespoke front-wall cabinetry was therefore
key. Not only does it act as a home for the room's
source equipment and processing hardware
– 'there was nowhere to put a traditional rack
cupboard,' says installer Owen Maddock – but it
also provides a visual frame for the 65in Sony
OLED and L/C/R speakers, and hides a drop-down
projector screen, with channels on either side to
conceal the screen's cloth edges.
The opposing wall features a bulkhead to
discreetly mount an Epson projector, plus on-wall
surround speakers and a comfy-looking corner sofa.
An additional pair of speakers are fitted in-ceiling,
bringing the room's array to 5.2.2. Two compact
Definitive Technology subwoofers are squirrelled
away in the kit cupboard. Viewing angles and
speaker locations meet industry standards.
For lighting effects, the installers collaborated
with Matt Zachrisson-Smith of Total Solutions.
The eventual design includes strip LED lighting and
recessed spots (some integrated into the wall
cabinet), but none in the ceiling itself. Very slick n

A. Slim Spitfires

The room's front left and right speakers are
Artcoustic Spitfire SL 4-2s (four midbass drivers,
two tweeters). These mount on-wall with
a depth of only 67mm, ideal for when space is
at a premium
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B. What to watch?

A Sony A1 OLED (65in) is ready for everyday
viewing. Available sources include Ultra HD Blu-ray,
Sky Q, Apple TV and Chromecast

C. Get the bigger picture

For a larger visual experience, this 2.2m-wide
16:9 projector screen drops down in front of
the TV at the touch of a button

KIT CHECKLIST
ARCAM: AVR390 AV receiver
EPSON: EH-TW9300 4K upscaling projector
SCREENLINE: Motorised micro-perforated
2.2m-wide projector screen
ARTCOUSTIC: 2 x SL 4-2s (L/R); 1 x Multi SL
Soundbar (centre); 2 x Target 2.1s (surrounds);
2 x Architect 2.1s (height)
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY: 2 x SuperCube 6000 subs
SONY: 65in A1 OLED TV
SONY: UBP-X800 4K Blu-ray player
SKY: Sky Q PVR
APPLE : Apple TV streamer
GOOGLE: Chromecast
RTI: XP3 processor with PCM4 module; controllers
RAKO: Lighting control
DARKLIGHT DESIGN: Lighting fixtures
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D. Pixel pusher

Epson's EH-TW9300 projector scales sources
to 4K and supports HDR playback

E. Built to blend

The rear bulkhead houses dramatic lighting and PJ,
and matches the room's decor

F. Keeping it cool

Installing electronics including the Arcam AVR390
– plus twin subwoofers – in the closed cabinetry
required some planning, with gaps at both front
and rear to enable air flow

G. Sonic selector

Artcoustic's Multi SL Soundbar is designed to
function either as a combined left/centre/right
enclosure or as a dedicated centre speaker,
as it is here
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